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BREACHING THE FINE LINE BETWEEN TEACHING AND BRAINWASHING
Being a teacher means making
sure your students are
exposed to more than one perspective
By Michael Zwaagstra
Senior Fellow
Frontier Centre for Public
Policy
There's a fine line between
teaching and brainwashing.
Teaching informs students
about the world around them
and helps them become critical
thinkers. In contrast, brainwashing provides students with
heavily skewed information
that leads to one predetermined conclusion.
It's easy to mix these two
things up if we aren't careful.
People who work in schools
are called teachers rather than
brainwashers for very good
reason - there's a world of difference between teaching students what to think and teaching them how to think. While
teachers should challenge students' thinking by exposing
them to contrary ideas, teach-

ers should not indoctrinate students with their worldview.
Unfortunately, there's reason to
believe that some teachers are
blurring the line between
teaching and brainwashing.
For example, a recent CBC
story featured a Regina public
school teacher who had his
Grade 6 and 7 students spend
most of November working on
a variety of climate change
projects. This unit culminated
with a public event where students made presentations
about how to stop climate
change.
Obviously, climate change is
an important issue and it
makes sense for students to
learn about it. However, the
story also noted that the
teacher recently spent time at
an intensive training session
led by former U.S. vice-president Al Gore. That teacher is
now a "climate reality leader"
who is expected to train other
teachers about how to take
action on climate change. This

probably explains why he had
his students watch Gore's latest movie, An Inconvenient
Sequel, during class.
The CBC story makes it clear
that this teacher went far
beyond informing students
about climate change. His climate
change
unit
was
designed to make his students
take action that conformed to
what he learned at the Gore
training session. That isn't
teaching, it's indoctrination.
We can expect to see more of
this type of indoctrination if
provincial curriculum guides
continue to focus more on
social justice than on learning a
defined body of knowledge.
For example, the Alberta government is rewriting its kindergarten-to-Grade-12
social
studies curriculum and there's
a disturbing lack of emphasis
on historical facts and events.
Instead, students will focus on
broad themes such as diversity
and environmental stewardship. This ambiguity practically
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invites teachers to indoctrinate
students.
There's a better option. In
order for students to become
critical thinkers, they need to
master a defined body of
knowledge in a variety of subject areas. It can't be assumed
that students will naturally pick
up the necessary knowledge
while engaging in inquiry projects conducted within specific
themes. For example, if students are going to grapple with
major issues like climate
change, they need to know a
whole lot about meteorology.
Much of this knowledge needs
to come by direct instruction
from the teacher. Otherwise it
won't be learned.
All too often, critical thinking is
presented as an abstract skill
when it's actually highly
dependent on subject-specific
content knowledge. Students
can't think critically about
something they know nothing
about.
Social justice appeals to a lot of
teachers. It can be far more
exciting to engage students in
what seems to be an important
social justice project than to
painstakingly help them master
basic curriculum content.
However, there are no shortcuts where real learning is concerned. If students are going to
become critical thinkers, they
need to first learn a lot of basic
facts and skills. This may not
be as flashy but it's essential to
learning. Teachers must be
responsible for the essentials
of learning.
When this learning process is
short-circuited, students are
easily brainwashed. Students,
particularly those in younger
grades, are influenced by their

teachers. If their teacher is teachers need to take the time
passionate about what he to help their students develop
recently learned at an Al Gore substantial
subject-specific
training session, it's easy for content knowledge.
students to simply adopt their In addition, when controversial
teacher's beliefs. It may look issues arise, teachers must
like students are deeply make sure students are
engaged in the subject matter exposed to more than one perbut more often than not they're spective. That way, students
regurgitating what they know can make up their own minds
their teachers want to hear.
about these issues.
Obviously, we want to develop
critical thinking in schools. So
Final Results of 2017 Festive R.I.D.E.
Seven weeks of the Festive R.I.D.E. campaign resulted in 112
motorists being arrested for drinking and driving offences – 13
more than last year.
Durham Regional police officers conducted R.I.D.E. checks in
Ajax, Pickering, Uxbridge, Port Perry, Whitby, Oshawa, and
Newcastle in week 7 and ten people were charged with drinking and driving offences. The final numbers from the 2017
Festive R.I.D.E. campaign are as follows (the numbers in
brackets reflect the 2016 Festive R.I.D.E. totals, for comparison):
12593 (13,397)
Vehicles stopped by R.I.D.E.
624
(695)
People given Roadside Breath Tests
98
(105)
People received “3 Day Suspensions”
for registering a “WARN”
1
(9)
Novice Driver received a 24hr Licence
Suspension
112
(99)
People were charged with Drinking and
Driving Offences
153
(133)
Criminal Code Charges
21
(25)
G1 G2 / Young Driver Licence Holder
Breaches of No Alcohol Condition
379
(251)
Charged with various Highway Traffic
Act offences
10
(10)
Drug Offences
32
(13)
Criminal Code Charges (not related to
drinking and driving)
After seven weeks, the Festive R.I.D.E. team charged a total of
112 motorists for drinking and driving offences. Last year, 99
had been charged. Another 98 motorists registered a WARN
on a roadside screening device and had their driver’s licence
suspended for 3 days. Last year, a total of 105 drivers had their
licence suspended for registering a WARN.
Note: Under the Ontario Highway Traffic Act, anyone charged
with a drinking and driving criminal offence will have his or her
driver’s licence suspended for 90 days and their vehicle
impounded automatically for seven days.

